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Abstract
The flexible pattern matching approach has witnessed increasing popularity. By
combining deduction with induction in logic, flexible pattern matching is well
suited for exploration and theory development. The paper discusses its logic, advantages and process of this approach while offering a review of research adopting this
approach. We also compare and contrast it with another popular qualitative data
analysis technique, the grounded theory approach, to further ground the method on
the established knowledge and elaborate its strength and fitting context. This paper
advances the flexible pattern matching approach by suggesting a five-step roadmap
to conduct qualitative research with the approach.
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1 Introduction
Qualitative techniques are widely applied in business and management research
(Cassell and Bishop 2019; Gioia et al. 2013; Strauss and Corbin 1998). The principal reason is that qualitative studies can provide rich insights that explain underlying mechanisms and processes (Grund and Walter 2015; Muhic and Bengtsson
2019). Table 1 lists some of the recent qualitative studies published in Review of
Managerial Science. However, there has been criticism with respect to their replicability and rigor. To address such criticism, a range of criteria and techniques
were developed over the past decades (Cassell et al. 2018; Langley and Abdallah
2011). Whereas some researchers welcome these more structured guiding principles (Eisenhardt 1989; Gioia et al. 2013; Yin 1994b), others voice concerns about
a potential loss of creativity (Langley and Abdallah 2011).
The pattern matching framework put forward by Sinkovics (2018) creates a
balance between the extremes of rigid standardization and complete anarchy. The
framework organizes the diverse qualitative techniques into different categories
based on the degree of the pattern matching. Pattern matching is both a logic and
a technique. As a logic, the aim is to identify and describe patterns with as much
accuracy as possible. However, while some patterns can be described and interpreted with a high level of accuracy, others can only be interpreted with a certain level of probability (Hammond 1966). The reason comes from the observers’
interpretation; they do it through a path-dependent lens developed through their
past experiences and based on the amount of available information at the time of
the observation. As a technique, pattern matching applies this logic and provides
a set of guidelines with respect to how to make the researchers’ internal mental
models as explicit as possible. In this way, the approach provides readers with a
roadmap to reproduce the researchers’ thought processes and how they arrived at
the conclusions they present in their manuscript.
This pattern matching framework allows the organization of the diverse qualitative techniques into three overarching categories; namely partial pattern matching, full pattern matching, and flexible pattern matching. Partial pattern matching aims to engage the investigator’s mental models in the theorizing process.
Grounded theory, as put forward by Glaser and Strauss (1968), and the Gioia
(2004) method of structural coding represent examples of bottom-up partial pattern matching. The purpose is to start with the data and identify patterns that
emerge from it. Top-down partial pattern matching employs visualization techniques to specific bodies of literature to identify innovative research questions
(Sinkovics 2016). Full pattern matching generally includes all statistical methods
(Trochim 1985; Trochim and Donnelly 2008). In the qualitative domain, full pattern matching entails the operationalization of multiple theoretical explanations
for a specific phenomenon to determine which explanation is the most accurate
(Yin 2009; Yin and Moore 1988).
In contrast, flexible pattern matching spans the space between partial and full
pattern matching. It allows the interaction of deductive and inductive components, thus combining rigor with a high level of flexibility. Eisenhardt’s (1989)
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How different forms of coworking-spaces
improve entrepreneurship and innovation?
How coopetitive tensions in coworking-spaces
improve or inhibit value creation and appropriation?

How do researchers strategically manage
autonomy in university-industry partnerships?

How family members contribute to the professionalization of management accounting in
family firms

Bouncken et al. (2018)

Zalewska-Kurek and Harms (2020)

Hiebl and Mayrleitner (2019)

What are the key networking logics that can
shape network organizations?

Grounded theory

Grounded theory

Method

Case study

Analyze the impact of family members on the
professionalization of management accounting
in family firms

Flexible pattern matching

Deductive and inductive

Longitudinal single case study

Case study
Analyze the process of distinguishing strategically planned and opportunity-driven behavior
while selecting partners and executing research
in partnerships

Analyze the coopetitive tensions in different
types of coworking-spaces

Grounded theory
Explore the impact of challenges of global
software development and human resource
management practices on process improvement
in distributed teams’ environment

Developing an operationalizable typology of
networking logics in business networks

What challenges are faced by globally distributed software development teams and global
software development?

Bhatti and Ahsan (2016)

Analyze the effect of pre-entrepreneurial experience on new businesses founded by return
migrant entrepreneurs in Hungary to derive
inferences for the Central and Eastern Europe
region

Zardini et al. (2020)

How do acquisition of social capital abroad and
transfer of human capital from abroad by individual return migrants influence entrepreneurship in the Central and Eastern Europe region?

Gittins et al. (2015)

Discover and probe the meaning of the designer
as a product cue in consumers’ relationship
with products and brands

Advance our understanding of senior entrepreneurship following on from unemployment by
applying social identity theory

When and how do consumers relate to products
with designers?

Idemen et al. (2020)

Research aim

Soto-Simeone and Kautonen (2020) What drives older individuals to start a business
as an alternative to unemployment?

Research question

Studies in RMSC

Table 1  Distinct methods and research questions of some qualitative studies in Review of Managerial Science
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How do the levers of control interact with trust in Understand when the levers of control and trust
supporting knowledge transfer?
are antithetical and when they are synergistic
in supporting knowledge transfer

Massaro et al. (2017)

13
Flexible pattern matching

Flexible pattern matching

Draw upon the literature guiding an abductive
approach to address these research questions

What are the stages involved in business model
innovation process, and what are the key challenges?

Muhic and Bengtsson (2019)

Method

Research aim

Research question

Studies in RMSC

Table 1  (continued)
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theory building approach from cases and King’s (2004) template analysis are
examples of the flexible pattern matching logic. Recently, there is an emerging body of work in this category that builds on a systematic or semi-systematic review of the literature to define the initial theoretical patterns that are then
matched to the data (Bouncken and Barwinski 2020; Sinkovics et al. 2014, 2019).
Further theorizing and/or theory development is then triggered by mismatches
between theoretical patterns and observed patterns, or by the emergence of unexpected observed patterns (Bouncken and Barwinski 2020; Bouncken et al. 2021).
However, before Sinkovics (2018) systematically categorized pattern matching
into the three overarching categories, scholars did not differentiate between these
distinct approaches, referring to all three as pattern matching. In this paper, to
ensure the consistent use of terms and avoid confusion, we refer to the approach
that involves the flexible pattern matching logic as “flexible pattern matching”.
Despite or rather because of the growing number of studies applying the principles of this type of flexible pattern matching (Bouncken and Barwinski 2020;
Gatignon and Capron 2020; Sinkovics et al. 2014, 2019), there is a need to gain
more insights into its foundation, its relation to established qualitative methods, and
how it best informs theory building. Moreover, the growing questions on the welldeveloped grounded theory also call for avenues with more rigorous analysis processes and stronger relationships with the existing literature (Cuervo-Cazurra et al.
2016).
This paper aims to provide a comprehensive understanding and guideline for conducting qualitative research with a flexible-pattern-matching design. We first present and explain the general logic of the flexible pattern matching approach and its
advantages, augmented by explaining prior studies adopting flexible pattern matching. Then, we analyze its combination and differences with an established but also
questioned qualitative method, grounded theory, to further elaborate on the flexible
pattern matching approach and its strength, as well as to extend our discussion on
the approach to a broader context of qualitative studies. Subsequently, we develop a
roadmap for conducting qualitative studies with the method. Finally, future research
directions are discussed and how the flexible pattern matching approach can help to
gather more insights towards future theory development.

2 Explaining the flexible pattern matching approach
Flexible pattern matching involves the iterative matching between theoretical patterns derived from the literature and observed patterns emerging from empirical
data (Sinkovics 2018). Its particular focus on the interplay between theoretical and
empirical patterns distinguishes it from the “Gioia Method”, which focuses on capturing informant meaning, and the “Eisenhardt Method”, which focuses on sharpening particular settings distinction (Langley and Abdallah 2011). The aim of flexiblepattern-matching studies is to explore how inconsistencies and breakdowns derived
from the pattern-matching process can help to problematize and develop theoretical
ideas (Alvesson and Kärreman 2007; Shane 2000) or how consistencies can help to
test or expand the contextual boundaries of existing theories (Ross and Staw 1993).
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Theoretical patterns and observed empirical patterns are two key components in
flexible pattern matching. A pattern indicates the arrangement of objects or entities that are non-random and describable (Trochim 1989). Following this logic, all
theories are built on patterns, but they are also different from patterns. Completed
theories contain structural relationships that enable the generation of predictions as
predicted patterns. For example, based on prior work about behavioral difficulties of
mergers and hostility of employees, Greenwood et al. (1994) developed two hypotheses on how organizational (in)compatibility will escalate from the courtship stage
to the consummation stage in the merging process.
Similarly, observed patterns are distinct from collected data; they are “constellations” of observations or social logics whose independence and ordering compose items that can be identified as a pattern (Jancsary et al. 2017). For example,
in Shane’s (2000) study on how entrepreneurs discover opportunities, three patterns
are generated from extensive and multiple-source data on eight firms, explaining the
effect from the dissemination of information, situation-specific superiority, and prior
knowledge.
However, theoretical and observed patterns are developed from distinct processes.
Theoretical patterns are deduced from related theories, while observed empirical
patterns emerge through continuous iteration and comparison between theoretical patterns and collected data (Bitektine 2008; Bouncken et al. 2021; Sinkovics
et al. 2019). This matching technique infuses the analysis and theorizing process
with both imagination and discipline. That is, empirical materials create room for
the emergence of new, unexpected dimensions, as well as revision of the theoretical patterns. Simultaneously, relevant theories create relative boundaries to anchor
the theorizing process in specific perspectives and areas, prohibiting spurious ideas
(Alvesson and Kärreman 2007; Sinkovics et al. 2019). The process of flexible pattern matching, therefore, consists of the deduction of a set of theoretical patterns
from prior studies, the formation of actual observed patterns through the lens of
these theoretical patterns, and the comparison between them that enables the emergence of new patterns. The resulting theoretical model or framework may represent
a revision and/or extension of the initial theoretical patterns (Gatignon and Capron
2020; Greenwood et al. 1994; Sinkovics et al. 2014, 2019). A more detailed roadmap for this process will be discussed later.
The adoption of flexible pattern matching can be found in studies on organizational culture (Ainsworth and Cox 2003; Canato et al. 2013; Montealegre 2002),
entrepreneurship (Chiles et al. 2007; Shane 2000), institutional logic (Jancsary et al.
2017; Reay and Jones 2016; Van de Ven and Huber 1990), and organizational pathways (Bouncken and Barwinski 2020; Gatignon and Capron 2020; Rindova et al.
2007). The approach has five key advantages that advocate its more frequent application, especially in research areas where there are suitable theories and prior studies to deduce initial theoretical patterns.
First, the idea of relating several pieces of information from the collected data
to some theoretical proposition can strengthen the internal validity of case studies
(Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 1994a). To compare a predicted theoretical pattern with an
observed empirical pattern, scholars need to design a rich theoretical framework
based on existing studies guiding the research design. The initial framework and the
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comparison legitimate the establishment of a causal relationship and guide the generation of observed patterns from collected data (Massaro et al. 2017). This advantage represents the foundation for the other four advantages. For example, in Massaro et al. (2017) study, they developed a matrix with dependent and independent
variables that served as a collection of theoretical patterns. The later comparison
between the matrix and the collected data increased the reliability of the findings
on the joint effect of trust and control mechanisms on knowledge transfer in the networks of small and medium-sized enterprises.
Second, the interplay between theories and observations in flexible pattern
matching allows readers to follow the researcher’s thought processes from the
conceptualization stage to the data interpretation stage. A sound conceptual background at the front end of the manuscript provides a roadmap for the data analysis as well as the articulation of the findings. This is because it aids the researcher
to go beyond a mere description of divergent empirical findings (Brooks and King
2014; Brooks et al. 2015; Thornton et al. 2012). Therefore, readers are better able to
make theoretical sense of ‘complex phenomena’ while comprehending and evaluating the findings in relation to prior work (Sinkovics et al. 2014, 2019). For instance,
Gatignon and Capron (2020) adapted the eight-dimension principles of polycentric
governance from Ostrom (2005) as their analytical framework to examine how firms
address voids in emerging markets. The eight principles unraveled the differences
and relationship between the two theoretical patterns and the observed pattern, and
therefore offers a structural process for readers to apprehend the articulated theoretical implication and comprehend findings in relation to prior work.
Third, the matches and mismatches between theoretical and observed patterns, as
well as the emergence of unexpected patterns, provides the researcher with a structure for theorizing about the findings. While a mismatch between the two sets of
patterns may initially appear to be a “defect”, in fact, it represents an “opportunity”
to revise or extend existing theory or initiate the theorizing process towards a new
theory. For example, in Bouncken and Barwinski’s (2020) study on knowledge ties
in global digital business, they first detected potential modification in the theoretical patterns through collected data, then they conducted a second-round of pattern
matching to analyze the cases with mismatches and the causes behind. This twostage flexible pattern matching facilitates the identification of strategies to grow a
global business in the 3D printing industry and leads to the introduction of the concept of shared digital identity.
Fourth, the approach is effective in capturing categories for analysis. The systematic or semi-systematic review of the relevant literature helps researchers engage in a
priori theorizing process. In other words, researchers can engage in thought experiments based on the existing literature in terms of what they expect the observed patterns to be. This a priori framework also provides a “grammar” for data analysis that
describes the direction of analysis while allowing for emergent themes from cases
and data. For instance, to reveal the complex constitution of organizational culture and dynamics of control, Ainsworth and Cox (2003) developed initial patterns
including three interpretive divisions from the literature and the concept of shared
understandings of interpretative divisions from Parker (1995) to further develop and
refine the typology. The comparison of the initial patterns with the collected data
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showed that the meaning and implications of these divisions varied depending on
the local context, vis-à-vis the complex dynamics of control. Ainsworth and Cox
(2003: p. 1469) described the initial patterns as “a generalizable ‘grammar’” that is
“flexible enough to explore how similar dynamics could yield local and particular
meanings across the cases”.
Five, the flexible pattern matching approach has substantial promise in longitudinal and/or single-case studies. The a priori patterns as theoretical interpretation
provide material for replication and comparison, and thus represent a powerful way
to gain insights from a single case. For example, Ross and Staw’s (1993) goal was
to ground an escalation theory further to address the theory void at an organizational level by testing two propositions (as theoretical patterns) derived from the
literature, and also to explore the organizational escalation and exit process. Therefore, they conducted a longitudinal single-case study with a pattern-matching
approach for both theory testing and development. By examining the archival and
interview data of the case, Ross and Staw not only discerned fit with the a priori
propositions, supporting the tested theories, but also developed an understanding
of organizational escalation, exit, and how it is resolved. Analyzing the single case
enabled Ross and Staw (1993) to “comprehend as fully as we could the events of
Shoreham and to match those events with potential models of escalation and exit”
through “moving back and forth between the empirical data and possible theoretical
conceptualization”.

3 Flexible pattern matching and grounded theory: comparison
and bridging
Grounded theory is one of the most cited qualitative research methods in business and organization studies (Gioia et al. 2013; Glaser and Strauss 1968; Langley 1999; Strauss and Corbin 1998). It is a technique for surfacing and constructing relevant categories that provide deep and rich theoretical descriptions of the
context to explain the phenomenon of interest and clarify all data-to-category
connections (Chiles et al. 2010; Gioia et al. 2013; Soto-Simeone and Kautonen
2020). Flexible pattern matching similarly involves the process of “coding” data
where researchers distill insights from qualitative data into more manageable
“categories” or “patterns”. Although flexible pattern matching starts with an a
priori development of codes/patterns/constructs from the literature, it also allows
the a posteriori development of codes that are completely data-driven (Sinkovics
2018). In contrast, grounded theory starts with an inductive exploration of the
data (Langley 1999; Sang and Sitko 2015), the literature is consulted during and
after the coding process (Kenealy 2012). Although partly intertwined, flexible
pattern matching and grounded theory differ in multiple aspects. The grounded
theory has reached wide legitimacy from its development and adoption while
also received increasing critiques in the recent year. In this section, we discuss
the connections and differences between the flexible pattern matching and the
grounded theory (as summarized in Table 2), to further introduce the approach
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Codes/categories/patterns

Story narration, quotation, visualization forms including table, figure, template

Presentation of findings

Iteration between theory and data: How the practical world presents
(in)consistency with theories in strategy and organizations

Deduction & induction: Examine data associated with each predetermined category (pattern) to reveal meaning in comparison with
an ideal type

Interviews with diverse informants, observation, and other archival
and internal data

A priori patterns, a posteriori patterns, and comparison

Studies with a strong connection with the extant studies and aim to
compare or test them within a specific context against empirical
evidence

Empirical focus

Reasoning methodology

Data source

Results of analysis

Fitting research context

Studies aim to build new theory and omit constraint from the prior
studies, minimizing theoretical assumption

A posteriori patterns

Mainly real-time interviews and observation

Induction: Examine and categorize text segments to reveal patterns
based on underlying meaning

Language and understanding: How informant meanings and understandings capture the essence of organizational evens

Language constructs and brings facts into the consciousness of the
Epistemological foundation The social world is constructed and understood with iteration
social world, grounding firmly in the raw data and limiting theoretibetween prior theories and empirical findings, so the way of theory
cal assumptions to a minimum
developing is to search for facts with the guidance of prior studies

Differences

Revelatory cases

Form of statements

Grounded theory

Selection of research sites

Similarities

Flexible pattern matching

Table 2  Flexible pattern matching and grounded theory: similarities and differences
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by drawing on the established method and address the features of the approach to
the recent call for more rigorous qualitative methods (Cuervo-Cazurra et al. 2016;
Langley and Abdallah 2011).
The shared features of the flexible pattern matching and the grounded theory
approaches mostly originate in the process of exploring the meaning of certain
social phenomena or activities that are entangled with the context. Studies adopting either flexible pattern matching or the grounded theory approach commonly
investigate revelatory research sites, instead of critical or extreme ones (Langley
and Abdallah 2011; Yin 1994a), where they believe that they may find interesting
answers to the research question with rich and trustworthy data. After selecting relevant case(s), researchers gather empirical data—ranging from interviews, archive
data to ethnographic observations—to gain an understanding of settings and events
from insiders’, and maybe also other stakeholders’, experience, opinions, and explanations. In data analysis, both methods involve organizing nuanced descriptions
or statements into categories or patterns that show the particular logic. In the final
presentation of these findings, both methods favor providing a visualized representation with templates, figures, or tables. A widely accepted example of structuring and
visualizing data connected to grounded theory is the Gioia method. It introduces
a highly disciplined coding and analyzing process, presenting output with a threeorder hierarchical data structure in a tree-shaped fashion (Gioia et al. 2010, 2013;
Langley and Abdallah 2011).
Although there are similar components in these two methods, they have different epistemological foundations. Flexible pattern matching builds on the assumption that the way we understand the social world is constructed through iterations
between prior theories and empirical observations, so the way of theory development
is to compare and contrast prior knowledge with empirical observations (Burchell
and Kolb 2003; Reay and Jones 2016; Sinkovics 2018). In contrast, grounded theory
is driven by an interpretive philosophy. It is based on the assumption that “reality is
a constructed and shifting entity and social processes can be created and changed
by interactions among people” (Grbich 2013: 80). Symbols, signs, and language are
used to achieve meaning. Prior theoretical assumptions are limited to a minimum
to leave room for the construction of meaning from raw data (Gioia et al. 2013;
McCutcheon and Meredith 1993; Strauss and Corbin 1998). Grounded theory is best
suited under three conditions: (1) When there is very little or no prior knowledge of
the phenomenon and thus a new theory is needed to explain it, (2) when the focus
of the investigation is on a microcosm of interaction in a specific setting where all
related aspects need to be examined, or (3) when the purpose of the research is to
build new theoretical explanations to explain changes in a field (Grbich 2013).
However, outside of these three conditions, as Eisenhardt states, a “clean theoretical slate” approach is not convincing enough, since the whole research process, including site selection, data collection, and analysis, is guided by specific
rationale and research questions, indicating at least some theoretical basis and
voids to address (Eisenhardt 1989; McCutcheon and Meredith 1993). Further, if
grounded theory is used in settings other than the ones described above, it presents challenges to draw generalizations and a “substantive” theory beyond the
specific research context (Brooks et al. 2015; Langley 1999). Therefore, outside
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of the three categories where the use of grounded theory is needed, flexible pattern matching is better suited as a method.
A particular feature of the flexible pattern matching approach is its use of
a priori patterns, building on existing theories, developing ideas from relevant studies, and ensuring focus on the investigated area (Baxter and Berente
2010; Burton and Khammash 2010; Cuervo-Cazurra et al. 2016). This feature
is an essential difference between flexible pattern matching and ground theory
derived from their distinct epistemological foundation. This difference is also
represented in Sinkovics’ (2018) pattern-matching framework, where grounded
theory is classified as a partial pattern matching technique.
The use of a priori patterns or constructs in flexible pattern matching can be
especially advantageous in qualitative studies as they provide a clear rationale
and logic for data collection and analysis (Brooks et al. 2015; Waring and Wainwright 2008). On the other hand, the a priori patterns are themselves subject to
revision, redefinition, changing scopes, or other types of modification, so that
leaves space for exploration and emergence of new themes (Burchell and Kolb
2003; McCutcheon and Meredith 1993; Sinkovics 2018). Multiple iterations
between theories and empirical evidence is another feature of flexible pattern
matching linked to the previous one. The data analysis, namely the matching
of theoretical and observed patterns, requires particular attention to the interplay between theories and data, by focusing on how insights from empirical
data break down or challenge those theoretical constructs (Alvesson and Kärreman 2007; Chiles et al. 2010). This strong connection between prior studies
and collected data also enhances the generalizability of the generated findings
and developed theory since the theoretical base functions as a counterpart for
comparison and as external verification. Further, flexible pattern matching also
allows the emergence of empirical patterns from the data. This inductive element adds to the already flexible method and allows the extension of theories by
complementing them with new concepts. Therefore, flexible pattern matching
can be adapted to a broad range of studies (Corsaro and Snehota 2010; Waring
and Wainwright 2008).
It is important to note, however, that grounded theory and flexible pattern
matching are not mutually exclusive. The inductive element within the flexible
pattern matching approach makes it suitable to create a reverse flexible pattern
matching design. This represents a bridge between grounded theory and flexible pattern matching. A good example of this is Chiles et al.’s (2010) study on
organizational emergence. The authors started with grounded theory, aiming to
develop new theoretical insights on the emergence of organizational collectives.
However, after realizing the substantial fit between their data-driven framework
and the literature on complexity theory, they shifted to a flexible pattern matching approach, aiming to compare the empirical framework with complexity
theory. The switch to complexity theory enables the study to complement complexity theory with a collective-level perspective by matching and adding to the
patterns from complexity theory with the field data (Chiles et al. 2010).
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4 Research with flexible pattern matching: stages and roadmap
While the flexible pattern matching approach enjoys increasing popularity in qualitative business and management studies, there is a need to provide further guidelines
for performing it. To this end, we provide a synthesis of steps identified by going
through prior studies employing this technique. We suggest five critical steps outlined in Fig. 1. We also present five ways to present pattern-matching results.
4.1 Formulating the research question(s)
An initial definition of the research question(s) is a critical start of studies with a
flexible-pattern-matching design, and also of general explorative studies (Cassell
and Bishop 2019; Cassell et al. 2006; Sinkovics 2018). If the researcher is struggling
to identify a meaningful research question, a top-down partial pattern matching
technique is recommended, as outlined by Sinkovics (2016). The researcher can then
build on the results of this pre-literature review literature analysis to theoretically
ground their research question for their flexible pattern matching study. Theorydriven research questions are generally derived from identified voids or conflicts in
the extant literature. The contribution of the study then rests on the rich and in-depth
qualitative data that offers insights to answer the questions (Eisenhardt 1989; Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007). For example, Sinkovics et al. (2014) first constructed
a research gap in the organizational literature on a deep understanding of how the
base-of-the-pyramid business models and social value creation are related. They
then applied a flexible-pattern-matching logic to conduct field research by linking

Fig. 1  Iteration between theoretical and observational realm in conducting flexible-pattern-matching
research
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it to extant studies. Phenomenon-driven research questions highlight the importance
of a specific phenomenon and deficiency of plausible extant theory to explain it,
contributing by complementing or challenging existing theories (Eisenhardt 1989;
Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007). For example, Gatignon and Capron (2020) motivated their study with the observation that a fast-expanding company in Brazil overcame institutional challenges in a way distinct from two patterns suggested by the
literature. Whether theory-driven or phenomenon-driven, this initial grounding is
of great importance in flexible pattern matching to convince readers of the study’s
contribution to business and theory building or testing. This is in addition to demonstrating a lack of or insufficient evidence from the current literature to address it.
Moreover, it is equally significant to know that the research questions are tentative
and can be modified along with more insights derived from the study (Sinkovics
2018).
4.2 Generating theoretical patterns
In flexible pattern matching, patterns/constructs/templates deduced from the theories are constructed and documented before the data collection (Bitektine 2007;
Kauppila 2010; Sinkovics et al. 2019). The generation of a priori patterns from preexisting theoretical knowledge or the construction of a conceptual framework differs
from widely-adopted qualitative study methods, including the grounded theory and
the Gioia method. This feature enables studies to have a firm grounding in related
literature, shape the initial theoretical design of the research, and design the interview guide that seamlessly feeds into the data analysis. Researchers should also consider the scope and extension of the initial patterns because too many predefined
patterns might hamper the analysis and incite exploration out of bounds, while at
the other extreme, too few patterns may neglect insights from relevant studies (King
2004; King, Brooks, & Tabari, 2018). We suggest following a well-defined research
focus and conducting an exhaustive review of relevant studies to form an appropriate number of patterns that fit the study’s objective, as in Sinkovics et al. (2019) and
Bouncken and Barwinski (2020). To develop an initial concept model, Bouncken
and Barwinski (2020) built on knowledge exchange, digitalization, and global business literature and identified five forms of global knowledge exchange, four mechanisms of exchange, and two possible outcomes. The initial conceptual model generates an overall picture of the extant patterns on the investigated topic.
4.3 Theoretical sampling and data collection
The previous procedure provides the theoretical basis for the following field research
and establishes a connection between theories and practical social activities. Therefore, case or object selection is determined by the theoretical base and the nature
and accessibility of social activities. With the generated theoretical patterns as a
foundation, researchers adopt theoretical sampling to select revelatory cases that
are particularly suitable for examining, testing, or extending the logics indicated by
the established patterns. The sample of flexible pattern matching studies can be a
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single case or multiple cases. The choice of a single case is mostly based on the
uniqueness, revelation of the given case, and its potential in developing theories.
In contrast, multiple cases are selected for theoretical relevance, aiming to achieve
replication, diverse profiles, alternative explanations, or extension of theory (Eisenhardt 1989; Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007; Yin 1994a). For example, Ross and Staw
(1993) chose the Shoreham case to achieve both theory testing and development
because of its fit with the research focus on organizational escalation and exit, as
well as the uniqueness of this case in terms of scale, amount of investment, and
the escalated result. In contrast, Saka (2004) selected three cases one large and two
medium-sized Japanese companies in the UK to study the process of cross-national
diffusion of work systems. The aim was to conduct a rigorous comparison of the
diffusion process through flexible pattern matching. In estimating the correct time,
sites, and informants for data collection, researchers should follow the guidance of
theoretical focus and the information from industrial experts. Multiple data sources
can be collected and combined to meet the need of specific research aims. In-depth
interviews, observation, documents, and artifacts are four primary sources of qualitative data; Table 3 provides an overview of key types and corresponding functions.
4.4 Analyzing and matching data
The appearance of data analysis and matching after theoretical sampling and data
collection does not necessarily mean that it should be conducted after the completion of the previous step. When possible, a constant comparison approach is recommended. This entails a process of simultaneous data collection and data analysis (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007) to enable researchers to glean predominant
and characteristic patterns from data and take advantage of flexible data collection
(Muhic and Bengtsson 2019). The analysis process in flexible pattern matching is
iterative and involves moving back and forth between theoretical patterns and the
empirical data to discern the observed patterns. Inconsistencies with observed patterns or the emergence of unexpected patterns may trigger a further literature analysis that in turn can drive further explorations of the data (Montealegre 2002; Muhic
and Bengtsson 2019; Shane 2000). For example, Sinkovics, Hoque, and Sinkovics
(2016) operationalized two theoretical concepts, social upgrading and social value
creation, as the initial theoretical template to identify the overlaps and discrepancies with the observed patterns. The matching and comparison results enabled the
authors to demonstrate that social upgrading can destroy pre-existing social value. In
the flexible pattern matching approach, the analysis saturation is reached when the
matching process reveals adequate information to answer the research question that
has been observed, and new insights stop appearing (Glaser and Strauss 1968; Montealegre 2002; Strauss and Corbin 1998). It is also possible that at a certain stage
of the data analysis, the data collection method undergoes alteration, addition, or
modification. This change might be needed, especially in explaining future developments as well as in research aiming at theory-building, because the iteration between
theory and empirical observations might induce a new line of thinking, or new data
collection opportunities might arise. However, this flexibility should be channeled
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Pictures
Facilities
Workplace design
Layout of furniture

Dive into the habitual of participant lives and experiences
Signal dimensions of participant histories that might otherwise be hidden or at least veiled in observations and interview dialogues
May represent strategy work and evolve in conjunction with it

Mass media (e.g., official websites of Derive additional insights into the research focus from different perspectives
the cases, social media posts, online Enable access to massive retrospective data and records of organizational events and activities
Explore more hidden information from recording; contributes immeasurably to our understanding of the
reports)
objects
Internal documents (e.g., chat room,
meeting minutes, internal reports,
strategic planning)
External documents (e.g., policy
documents, industrial reports,
related press, and publication)

Archival documents

Artifacts

Field-notes
Videos (can also be archival)
Pictures (can also be archival)

Observation

Supplement and clarify data derived from participant interviews
Shed light on the meaning of a participant’s oral comments
The observed objects can be participants’ behaviors, facial expressions, gestures, bodily tone, clothing,
and other nonverbal indications or the interview environment

Gain a full and detailed account from an informant of the experience under study
In-depth individual interviews (e.g.,
organizational members, stakehold- Serve as the ground on which the findings are distilled in the grounded theory
Obtain descriptions of the life-world of the interviewee concerning interpreting the meaning of the
ers, events participants, industrial
described phenomena
experts, corporate managers)
Follow-up interviews
Semi-structured interview
Unstructured interviews

Interview

Use in the analysis

Type of data

Data source

Table 3  Various data sources in the flexible pattern matching approach
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into controlled alterations aiming at better grounding the theory or providing additional, relevant, and valuable theoretical insights. Arbitrary, researchers should avoid
opportunistic modifications.

4.5 Interpreting and theorizing
In studies adopting a flexible pattern matching approach, findings and space for
theory development derive from the mismatch between theoretical pattern and
observed empirical patterns (Bouncken and Barwinski 2020; Sinkovics et al. 2019),
the match between modified theoretical framework and empirical observation (Jobber and Lucas 2000), or the emergence of new, unexpected patterns from the data
(Sinkovics et al. 2014). In line with general qualitative studies, the presenting of
findings derived from a flexible pattern matching approach also involves story narration interspersed with quotations from informants and other supporting materials.
However, the interpretation of insights from this approach is neither constrained in
relating the narrative of each case, resulting in theory losing and text balloons, nor
trapped in generating spurious insights. Rather, the articulation of findings from
flexible pattern matching is structured by theoretical patterns or a theoretical framework that enables the comparison between theoretical and empirical patterns. This
comparison involves asking what is consistent, what is inconsistent, in which way,
and why. Multiple approaches to present the comparison and findings from flexible
pattern matching have been adopted by researchers, including template analysis,
tables, matrix, figures, and narratives. In the following paragraphs, we will briefly
introduce each of them along with studies adopting each form of presentation.
Template analysis is a category of well-developed flexible pattern matching logic
(Crabtree and Miller 1999; King 2004; King et al. 2018). Template analysis deploys
hierarchical coding to “produce a list of codes (‘template’) representing themes
identified in their text data” (King 2004). The initial themes and sub-themes derived
from the literature review and were revised in the light of the ongoing analysis of
empirical data when mismatches between theoretical and empirical patterns, in the
form of templates, appears. For example, in their study on service delivery work in
complex case management, Spurrell et al. (2019) began with developing a template
from the literature, including three themes that explain the network context: patient
network perspective, commissioner network perspective, and clinical team network
perspective. Their empirical data analysis suggests adding network interconnection
as an additional perspective for understanding and researching context functioning.
Making use of tables is an efficient way to compare sets of patterns and present
insights from the findings. In most cases, a framework derived from prior studies is
used as the measure or underlying analytical structure for comparison. The advantage of the form of tables is that it systematically presents the contrast of patterns
from attribute to attribute. For instance, in the light of Ostrom’s eight design principles, Gatignon and Capron (2020) evaluated two patterns from the extant literature
and one pattern from the case regarding how they address each of the principles and
the degree of their consistency with the principles. It distinctly presents how the new
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pattern from the case is different from the others and how it contributes to addressing voids in market-based institutions.
Matrix is a variation of tables, with numbers or other forms of measurement
scales to operationalize the distance or closeness between the initial patterns and the
observed ones. For example, Sinkovics et al. (2019) provide an overview of corresponding operationalization to theoretical patterns, expected observed patterns, and
empirically observed patterns with the evaluation of low, medium or high, aiming to
“identify potential ‘breakdowns’ in our understanding based on current frameworks
and/or empirical findings”.
Using figures enables the presentation and visualization of more complex relationships and interactions between constructs. For example, to examine the integrating view of technical, political, and cultural aspects on firms’ marketing performance, Jobber and Lucas (2000) first developed a modified version of Tichy’s
(1983) framework based on a review of the literature. Subsequently, they mapped
out the relationships among the elements by using a graphical representation. After
that, they created another figure with the same structure to indicate the causes and
linkages from the empirical cases. They used the comparison between these two figures to support their theorizing.
Narration is the most fundamental and informative way of presenting the findings
from flexible pattern matching that can complement and interlink with all the aforementioned approaches. There are a number of prior studies that provide instructive
insights on presenting verbal narration as the “art of words” (cf. Bansal and Corley
2012; Graebner et al. 2012; Pratt 2009).
There is no one-size-fits-all approach to craft high-quality write-ups of flexiblepattern-matching studies. Nevertheless, by relying on the general logic of flexible
pattern matching (Sinkovics 2018), researchers can tailor this roadmap to fit the
requirements of their particular study.

5 Challenges
Flexible pattern matching is a qualitative research approach based on the linkage
and iteration between theory and observation. Although this design allows improved
rigor in qualitative studies through a strong grounding in extant theories without sacrificing the rich insights and exploration from qualitative data, these advantages still
come at some cost related to challenges for the researcher(s). First, the researcher
might encounter difficulties in deducing convincing, inclusive, and focused theoretical patterns from various theoretical perspectives. It initially requires a carefullyconsidered research aim, followed by a specified but comprehensive literature search
within this sphere (Brooks and King 2014). To further aid controlled deduction
(Jancsary et al. 2017; Trochim 1989), researchers can draw on the expertise of coauthors as indicated by the roadmap in this study. A main issue is to consider that
words and sentences as the medium of logical deduction should not weaken the logic
of the reasoning process of theoretical pattern deduction (Lee 1989). As Lee (1989)
stated, “deductions with verbal propositions (i.e., qualitative analysis) therefore only
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deprive itself of the convenience of the rules of algebra; it does not deprive itself of
the rules of formal logic”.
Second, applying flexible pattern matching involves an exceptionally large commitment of time and effort to generate sets of patterns and repeatedly move back and
forth between them (Reay and Jones 2016). As the matching process is based on the
development of both theoretical and observed patterns, it necessitates an exhaustive
literature review on certain research topics, insight generation therefrom, and iteration between pieces of empirical data and theoretical patterns. When longitudinal
investigation and data are included, then the research is further associated with a
substantial time span and tracing on the formation of the focal events that matter for
the study. A team-based approach to conducting such arduous work can help ensure
the research project’s continuity and eliminate bias.
Third, some researchers might be concerned about the generalizability of the
insights from studies adopting a flexible pattern matching approach. This is, in fact,
a common discussion on some other qualitative methods. One can address this by
articulating the object of interest within a context that includes a range of related
elements for adopting the theory (Langley 1999; Trochim 1989). As Allison and
Zelikow (1971) argued in their book, “refining partial paradigms, and specifying the
classes of actions for which they are relevant, maybe a more fruitful path to limited theory and propositions than the route of instant generalization”. Further, while
adopting the flexile pattern matching approach, the theoretical patterns derived from
the literature and multiple perspectives can increase the external vitality of the findings and insights. Ultimately, the aim of flexible pattern matching is to pave the way
for meaningful large-scale studies.

6 Suggestions and future developments
Business administration, as an application-oriented discipline inside the humanities
and social sciences, nowadays has recognized the need for methodological openness. Qualitative research and methodological pluralism have proved to expand the
discipline´s practical relevance in recent times considerably. As flexible pattern
matching rests on an iterative linkage between theoretical patterns, heterogeneous qualitative techniques, and empirical observation, this approach may serve as
a promising qualitative research design to improve rigor especially in those fields
of business administration that, unlike humanities-related fields like, say, organizational theory or general management, show a strong resemblance to the natural sciences. For example, equilibrium models of asset pricing or firm financing in perfect capital markets typically rely on mathematics (e.g., arbitrage theory Harrison
and Kreps 1979; Ross 1978)) or physics (e.g., stochastic processes like Geometric
Brownian motion, (Black and Scholes 1973)). In practice, however, the state of equilibrium will often not be attained due to limits of arbitrage (Shleifer and Vishny
1997). In fact, empirical evidence sheds doubt on the basic assumption that investors
behave rationally but are misguided by noisy external signals, path-dependent loss
of confidence during the arbitrage process, and cognitive dissonances induced by
framing effects and mental accounting (Barberis and Thaler 2002; De Long et al.
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1990). These inconsistencies between theoretical and observed patterns result in a
bidirectional relationship between single facts and empirical observations on the one
side and contextual framing effects on the other side.
The flexible pattern matching approach, although becoming increasingly popular, is still in a developing stage. Therefore, this paper contributes by synthesizing
insights from existing studies with respect to its logic, application, advantages, as
well as a comparison and combination with grounded theory-based approaches.
We are also providing a set of guidelines on the process of theory development.
Researchers from multiple domains have recognized the promise of this approach
for theorizing and theory building. Specifically, the continuous iteration between
theoretical and observational realms (as presented in Fig. 1) leverages and balances
both the in-depth investigation from qualitative data and the underlying rationale
derived from the literature (Zardini et al. 2020). Thus, this approach paves the way to
identify, problematize, revise, and complement existing theories. The advancement
in theories lays the foundation for more convincing and valid strategies in business
and management studies. Furthermore, when combined with longitudinal research
design, the flexible pattern matching approach facilitates the capture of changes and
processes in the investigated issues and factors (Grund and Walter 2015; Muhic and
Bengtsson 2019).
To unlock the full potential of the flexible pattern matching approach, additional
work is need on further refining and extending the guidelines for constructing theoretical patterns, integrating data from various sources to generate patterns and to
support the matching process. Additionally, there is a need for more refined criteria
or measures to assess the degree of the pattern match or mismatch and for the validation of results.
A growing set of modern, promising concepts of economic research nowadays
can facilitate scholars to extract hidden relationships. For example, supported by the
enormous recent progress in data storage capabilities, smart data analytics, and digital finance features (Gomber et al. 2017; McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012) like crowdfunding, social trading, and friendship networks (Belleflamme et al. 2014; Lin et al.
2013; Pan et al. 2012) may be used to come to a better pattern matching between
empirical observation and existing theories. In a similar vein, the modern concept
of axiomatic risk measures (Artzner et al. 1999) provides an appealing and widely
recognized theory of how application-oriented classes of (e.g., coherent, spectral, or
convex) risk measures can be defined (Acerbi and Tasche 2002; Artzner et al. 1999;
Föllmer and Schied 2002) and what sets of “reasonable” properties risk measures
within the respective classes should fulfill. However, practical decisions resulting
from the use of these axiomatic risk measures may contradict economic intuition
or well-established empirical patterns. For example, risk-averse individuals, when
utilizing the most prominent axiomatic risk measure of Conditional Value-at-Risk
(Acerbi and Tasche 2002), may violate (Brandtner 2013) the empirical paradigm of
diversification in portfolio selection (Koumou 2018; Markowitz 1952), increase risk
exposure even though their risk aversion is expected to rise (Brandtner and Kürsten
2015), or expand risky investment though the threat of some additional background
risk looms (Brandtner 2018). In any of these behavioral inconsistencies between
theoretical and observed patterns, there is the need for ongoing data collection and
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adaption of the framework in order to see how the contextual boundaries of both
theoretical risk measure concepts and observed empirical behavior in practical situations of decision making under risk could be adjusted accordingly. We hope that the
extensive discussion of the method in this article will stimulate its adoption.
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